AGENDA

13 - 16 December 2021
Strasbourg
Explanation of procedures

Unless Parliament decides otherwise, texts taken in plenary will be put to the vote in the following order

1. **Third reading**
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★★III)
     majority of votes cast to approve a joint text

2. **Consent**
   - Consent procedure (★★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of Parliament’s component Members to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

3. **Second reading**
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★★II)
     majority of Parliament's component Members to reject or amend the Council position; majority of votes cast to approve the Council position

4. **Parliament's Rules of Procedure**
   - Amendments to Rules of Procedure
     majority of Parliament's component Members to adopt amendments
     majority of votes cast to adopt a proposal for a decision

5. **First reading**
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★I)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution

6. **Consent**
   - Consent procedure (★★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of votes cast to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

7. **Other procedures**
   - Consultation procedure (★)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution
   - Others (statements, oral questions, own-initiative reports, waiver of immunity)
     majority of votes cast to adopt a motion for a resolution or a proposal for a decision

☑️ = Deadlines  ◊ = Deadlines if requested  ❁ = Text not yet adopted, possibly deadlines
Contents

Monday 13 December 2021

17:00 - 22:00 Debates

Resumption of session and order of business

The 30th Anniversary of the dissolution of the Soviet Union and its importance for the future of Russia and Europe - Statement by the President


Health technology assessment - Recommendation for second reading: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0334/2021)

Short presentations of the following reports:

- The impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds - Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A9-0330/2021)
- Avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis related spending areas - Report: Michèle Rivasi (A9-0320/2021)
- Challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes - Report: Sven Mikser (A9-0324/2021)

One-minute speeches (Rule 172)

18:30 - 19:45 Voting session

Remark: Votes will be distributed along the different voting sessions depending on the number of amendments

Vote on requests for urgent procedure (Rule 163)

Transitional provisions for certain in vitro diagnostic medical devices and deferred application of requirements for in-house devices - Report:

Vote on amendments

Elissavet Vozemberg-Vrionidi, Sylwia Spurek (LIBE/FEMM A9-0338/2021) - Combating gender-based violence: cyberviolence

Single vote

Union tariff rate quota for high quality beef from Paraguay - Report: Jordi Cañas (A9-0333/2021)

Tuesday 14 December 2021

09:00 Announcement of results

09:00 - 11:50 Debates (or after the announcement of results)


12:00 - 12:30 Formal sitting

Address by Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo, President of Ghana

12:30 - 13:45 Voting session

Votes on provisional agreements


Joint investigation teams: alignment with Union rules on the protection of personal data - Report: Jeroen Lenaers (A9-0236/2021)

European Investigation Order in criminal matters: alignment with Union rules on the protection of personal data - Report: Marina Kaljurand (A9-0237/2021)
Final vote


Single votes

Mobilisation of the European Union Solidarity Fund to provide assistance to Croatia  - Report: Karlo Ressler (A9-0343/2021)  


Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application EGF/2021/002 IT/Air Italy - Italy  - Report: Janusz Lewandowski (A9-0346/2021)  


Predictability for Member States and procedures for dispute resolution when making available the traditional, VAT and GNI based own resources  - Report: José Manuel Fernandes, Valérie Hayer (A9-0347/2021)  

EU-US air transport agreement  - Recommendation: Maria Grapini (A9-0335/2021)  


International procurement instrument  - Report: Daniel Caspary (A9-0337/2021)  

Votes on amendments

Digital Markets Act  

Equality between women and men in the European Union in 2018-2020  

The impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds  

Avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis related spending areas  


Challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes

15:00 - 22:00 Debates

The situation in Nicaragua  - Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy  

Situation at the Ukrainian border and in Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine  - Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy  

New orientations for the EU’s humanitarian action  - Report: Norbert Neuser (A9-0328/2021)  

Cooperation on the fight against organised crime in the Western Balkans  - Report: Lukas Mandl (A9-0298/2021)  

Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification scheme  - Oral question (O-000073/2021 - B9-0044/21)  

Outcome of Global Summit Nutrition for Growth (Japan, 7-8 December) and increased food insecurity in developing countries  - Commission statement  


19:00 Announcement of results

Wednesday 15 December 2021

09:00 - 11:50 Debates

Joint debate  - Preparation of the European Council and EU’s response to the global resurgence of COVID  

Preparation of the European Council meeting of 16-17 December 2021  - Council and Commission statements  

The EU's response to the global resurgence of Covid-19 and the new emerging Covid variants  - Council and Commission statements
12:00 - 12:30 Award of the Sakharov Prize

12:30 - 13:45 Voting session

Votes on amendments
Final votes
Transitional provisions for certain in vitro diagnostic medical devices and deferred application of requirements for in-house devices - Report:
The impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds - Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A9-0330/2021)
Avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis related spending areas - Report: Michèle Rivasi (A9-0320/2021)
Challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes - Report: Sven Mikser (A9-0324/2021)
New orientations for the EU’s humanitarian action - Report: Norbert Neuser (A9-0328/2021)
Cooperation on the fight against organised crime in the Western Balkans - Report: Lukas Mandl (A9-0298/2021)

15:00 - 22:00 Debates

The European Commission Guidelines on inclusive language - Topical debate (Rule 162)
State of play of the RRF (Recovery and Resilience Facility) - Council and Commission statements
Plans to undermine further fundamental rights in Poland, in particular regarding the standards of the European Convention of Human Rights and Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights - Council and Commission statements
The proposed Council decision on provisional emergency measures for the external border with Belarus based on article 78(3) TFEU - Council and Commission statements
Deliberations of the Committee on Petitions in 2020 - Report: Gheorghe Falcă (A9-0323/2021)
EU response to the transport poverty - Commission statement
Stocktaking of the European Year of Rail - Commission statement

19:00 Announcement of results

Thursday 16 December 2021

09:00 - 13:00 Debates

MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions - Oral question (O-000074/2021 - B9-0045/21)
An EU ban on the use of wild animals in circuses - Commission statement
Debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law (Rule 144)
  Continuous crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders in Russia: the case of human rights organisation Memorial
  The situation in Cuba, namely the cases of José Daniel Ferrer, Lady in White Aymara Nieto, Maykel Castillo, Luis Robles, Félix Navarro, Luis Manuel Otero, Reverend Lorenzo Rosales Fajardo, Andy Dunier Garcia and Yunior García Aguileram
  Forced labour in the Linglong factory and environmental protests in Serbia
09:45 - 11:00 First voting session

Single vote

Deliberations of the Committee on Petitions in 2020 - Report: Gheorghe Falcă (A9-0323/2021)

Final vote


Votes on amendments

Continuous crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders in Russia: the case of human rights organisation Memorial

The situation in Cuba, namely the cases of José Daniel Ferrer, Lady in White Aymara Nieto, Maykel Castillo, Luis Robles, Félix Navarro, Luis Manuel Otero, Reverend Lorenzo Rosales Fajardo, Andy Dunier García and Yuniort García Aguilera

Forced labour in the Linglong factory and environmental protests in Serbia

Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors

The situation in Nicaragua

MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions

Situation at the Ukrainian border and in Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine

Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification scheme

13:00 Announcement of results

13:45 - 15:00 Second voting session

Final votes

Continuous crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders in Russia: the case of human rights organisation Memorial - Motions for resolutions

The situation in Cuba, namely the cases of José Daniel Ferrer, Lady in White Aymara Nieto, Maykel Castillo, Luis Robles, Félix Navarro, Luis Manuel Otero, Reverend Lorenzo Rosales Fajardo, Andy Dunier García and Yuniort García Aguilera - Motions for resolutions

Forced labour in the Linglong factory and environmental protests in Serbia - Motions for resolutions

Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors - Motions for resolutions

The situation in Nicaragua - Motions for resolutions

MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions - Motion for a resolution

Situation at the Ukrainian border and in Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine - Motions for resolutions

Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification scheme - Motion for a resolution

15:00 - 16:00 Debates

Barriers to the free movement of goods - Oral question (O-000072/2021 - B9-0043/21)

16:00 Announcement of results

Speaking time (Rule 171)

Deadlines
17:00 - 22:00  Debates

1  • Resumption of session and order of business

99  • The 30th Anniversary of the dissolution of the Soviet Union and its importance for the future of Russia and Europe

Statement by the President
[2021/2995(RSP)]
One round of political group speakers

46  • Combating gender-based violence: cyberviolence

Report with recommendations to the Commission on combating gender-based violence: cyberviolence
[2020/2035(INL)]
Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs
Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality

85  • Equality between women and men in the European Union in 2018-2020

Report: Sandra Pereira (A9-0315/2021)
[2021/2020(INI)]
Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality

83  • Health technology assessment

Recommendation for second reading: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0334/2021)
[10531/3/2021 - C9-0422/2021 - 2018/0018(COD)]
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

Short presentations of the following reports:

33  • The impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds

Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A9-0330/2021)
Report on the impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds with a particular focus on shared management from an auditing and control perspective
[2020/2221(INI)]
Committee on Budgetary Control
• Avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis related spending areas

*Report: Michèle Rivasi (A9-0320/2021)*

Report on the evaluation of preventive measures for avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis-related spending areas
[2020/2222(INI)]
Committee on Budgetary Control


*Report: Seán Kelly (A9-0321/2021)*

[2021/2077(INI)]
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

• Challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes

*Report: Sven Mikser (A9-0324/2021)*

Report on the challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes
[2020/2001(INI)]
Committee on Foreign Affairs

• One-minute speeches (Rule 172)

18:30 - 19:45 Voting session

• Remark: Votes will be distributed along the different voting sessions depending on the number of amendments

• Vote on requests for urgent procedure (Rule 163)

• Transitional provisions for certain in vitro diagnostic medical devices and deferred application of requirements for in-house devices

*Report:*
[COM(2021)0627 - C9-0381/2021 - 2021/0323(COD)]
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

• Vote on amendments

• Elissavet Vozemberg-Vrionidi, Sylwia Spurek (LIBE/FEMM A9-0338/2021) - Combating gender-based violence: cyberviolence

• Single vote
- Union tariff rate quota for high quality beef from Paraguay

Report: Jordi Cañas (A9-0333/2021)


[COM(2021)0313 - C9-0228/2021 - 2021/0146(COD)]

Committee on International Trade
### Tuesday 14 December 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td><strong>Announcement of results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 - 11:50</td>
<td><strong>Debates (or after the announcement of results)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 - 12:30</td>
<td><strong>Formal sitting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 - 13:45</td>
<td><strong>Voting session</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00 - 22:00</td>
<td><strong>Debates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:00</td>
<td><strong>Announcement of results</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**09:00**  
**Announcement of results**

**09:00 - 11:50**  
**Debates (or after the announcement of results)**

- **71 ★★★1**  
  **Digital Markets Act**  
  *Report: Andreas Schwab (A9-0332/2021)*  
  [COM(2020)0842 - C9-0419/2020 - 2020/0374(COD)]  
  Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection

- **51 ★★★1**  
  **European Year of Youth 2022**  
  *Report: Sabine Verheyen (A9-0322/2021)*  
  [COM(2021)0634 - C9-0379/2021 - 2021/0328(COD)]  
  Committee on Culture and Education

**12:00 - 12:30**  
**Formal sitting**

- **70**  
  **Address by Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo, President of Ghana**

**12:30 - 13:45**  
**Voting session**

- ** Votes on provisional agreements**

- **51 ★★★1**  
  **European Year of Youth 2022**  
  *Report: Sabine Verheyen (A9-0322/2021)*  
  [COM(2021)0634 - C9-0379/2021 - 2021/0328(COD)]  
  Committee on Culture and Education

- **40 ★★★1**  
  **Joint investigation teams: alignment with Union rules on the protection of personal data**  
  *Report: Jeroen Lenaers (A9-0236/2021)*  
  [COM(2021)0020 - C9-0005/2021 - 2021/0008(COD)]  
  Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs  
  *(Vote: 15/09/2021)*
- European Investigation Order in criminal matters: alignment with Union rules on the protection of personal data

  **Report:** Marina Kaljurand (A9-0237/2021)


  [COM(2021)0021 - C9-0006/2021 - 2021/0009(COD)]

  Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

  *(Vote: 15/09/2021)*

- Combating gender-based violence: cyberviolence

  **Report:** Elisavet Vozemberg-Vrionidi, Sylvia Spurek (A9-0338/2021)

  [2020/2035(INL)]

  Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

  Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality

- Mobilisation of the European Union Solidarity Fund to provide assistance to Croatia

  **Report:** Karlo Ressler (A9-0343/2021)

  Report on the proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council on the mobilisation of the European Union Solidarity Fund to provide assistance to Croatia in relation to the series of earthquakes starting from 28 December 2020

  [COM(2021)0963 - C9-0403/2021 - 2021/0359(BUD)]

  Committee on Budgets

- Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application EGF/2021/003 IT/Porto Canale - Italy

  **Report:** Janusz Lewandowski (A9-0345/2021)

  Report on the proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council on the mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund for Displaced Workers following an application from Italy – EGF/2021/003 IT Porto Canale

  [COM(2021)0935 - C9-0399/2021 - 2021/0337(BUD)]

  Committee on Budgets

- Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application EGF/2021/002 IT/Air Italy - Italy

  **Report:** Janusz Lewandowski (A9-0346/2021)

  Report on the proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council on the mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund for Displaced Workers following an application from Italy – EGF/2021/002 IT/Air Italy

  [COM(2021)0936 - C9-0400/2021 - 2021/0338(BUD)]

  Committee on Budgets

- Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application EGF/2021/004 ES/Aragón automotive - Spain

  **Report:** Esteban González Pons (A9-0344/2021)


  [COM(2021)0683 - C9-0404/2021 - 2021/0356(BUD)]

  Committee on Budgets
- Predictability for Member States and procedures for dispute resolution when making available the traditional, VAT and GNI based own resources
  
  **Report: José Manuel Fernandes, Valérie Hayer (A9-0347/2021)**

Report on the proposal for a Council regulation amending Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 609/2014 in order to enhance predictability for Member States and to clarify procedures for dispute resolution when making available the traditional, VAT and GNI based own resources

[COM(2021)0327 - C9-0257/2021 - 2021/0161(NLE)]

Committee on Budgets

- EU-US air transport agreement
  
  **Recommendation: Maria Grapini (A9-0335/2021)**

Recommendation on the draft Council decision on the conclusion, on behalf of the European Union, of the Protocol to amend the Air Transport Agreement between the United States of America and the European Community and its Member States


Committee on Transport and Tourism

(Debate: 24/03/2011, vote: 24/03/2011)

- EC/Gabon Fisheries Partnership Agreement: Implementing Protocol
  
  **Recommendation: Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (A9-0316/2021)**

Recommendation on the draft Council decision on the conclusion, on behalf of the European Union, of the Implementing Protocol to the Fisheries Partnership Agreement between the Gabonese Republic and the European Community (2021-2026)

[COM(2021)0247 - - 09172/2021 - C9-0253/2021 - 2021/0127(NLE)]

Committee on Fisheries

- International procurement instrument
  
  **Report: Daniel Caspary (A9-0337/2021)**

Report on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the access of third-country goods and services to the Union’s internal market in public procurement and procedures supporting negotiations on access of Union goods and services to the public procurement markets of third countries

[COM(2016)0034 - C8-0018/2016 - 2012/0060(COD)]

Committee on International Trade

(Debate: 14/01/2014, vote: 15/01/2014)

- Votes on amendments

- Digital Markets Act
  
  Report: Andreas Schwab (A9-0332/2021)

[2020/0374(COD)]

Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection

- Equality between women and men in the European Union in 2018-2020
  
  Report: Sandra Pereira (A9-0315/2021)

[2021/2020(INI)]

Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality

- The impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds
  
  Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A9-0330/2021)

[2020/2221(INI)]

Committee on Budgetary Control
130 • Avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis related spending areas
Report: Michèlè Rivasi (A9-0320/2021)
[2020/2222(INI)]
Committee on Budgetary Control

131 • Implementation of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
Report: Seán Kelly (A9-0321/2021)
[2021/2077(INI)]
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

132 • Challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes
Report: Sven Mikser (A9-0324/2021)
[2020/2001(INI)]
Committee on Foreign Affairs

15:00 - 22:00 Debates

95 • The situation in Nicaragua
Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
[2021/3000(RSP)]

108 • Situation at the Ukrainian border and in Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine
Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
[2021/3010(RSP)]

36 • New orientations for the EU’s humanitarian action
Report: Norbert Neuser (A9-0328/2021)
Report on new orientations for the EU’s humanitarian action
[2021/2163(INI)]
Committee on Development

21 • Cooperation on the fight against organised crime in the Western Balkans
Report: Lukas Mandl (A9-0298/2021)
Report on cooperation on the fight against organised crime in the Western Balkans
[2021/2002(INI)]
Committee on Foreign Affairs

31 • Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification scheme
Oral question
Bernd Lange (O-000073/2021 - B9-0044/21)
Committee on International Trade
Commission
Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme
[2021/2885(RSP)]
• **Outcome of Global Summit Nutrition for Growth (Japan, 7-8 December) and increased food insecurity in developing countries**

  *Commission statement*

  [2021/2997(RSP)]

• **European framework for employees' participation rights and the revision of the European Works Council Directive**

  *Report: Gabriele Bischoff (A9-0331/2021)*


  [2021/2005(INI)]

  Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

---

**19:00  Announcement of results**
Wednesday 15 December 2021

09:00 - 11:50    Debates

Joint debate - Preparation of the European Council and EU’s response to the global resurgence of COVID

- Preparation of the European Council meeting of 16-17 December 2021
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2966(RSP)]

- The EU’s response to the global resurgence of Covid-19 and the new emerging Covid variants
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/3012(RSP)]

End of joint debate

12:00 - 12:30    Award of the Sakharov Prize

12:30 - 13:45    Voting session

- Votes on amendments

  Report: Gabriele Bischoff (A9-0331/2021)
  [2021/2005(INI)]
  Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

- Final votes

103 ★★★★ - Transitional provisions for certain in vitro diagnostic medical devices and deferred application of requirements for in-house devices

Report:
[COM(2021)0627 - C9-0381/2021 - 2021/0323(COD)]
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

71 ★★★★ - Digital Markets Act

Report: Andreas Schwab (A9-0332/2021)
[COM(2020)0842 - C9-0419/2020 - 2020/0374(COD)]
Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection
- Equality between women and men in the European Union in 2018-2020
  Report: Sandra Pereira (A9-0315/2021)
  [2021/2020(INI)]
  Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality

- The impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds
  Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A9-0330/2021)
  [2020/2221(INI)]
  Committee on Budgetary Control

- Avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis related spending areas
  Report: Michèlê Rivasi (A9-0320/2021)
  [2020/2222(INI)]
  Committee on Budgetary Control

  Report: Seán Kelly (A9-0321/2021)
  [2021/2077(INI)]
  Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

- Challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes
  Report: Sven Mikser (A9-0324/2021)
  [2020/2001(INI)]
  Committee on Foreign Affairs

- New orientations for the EU’s humanitarian action
  Report: Norbert Neuser (A9-0328/2021)
  [2021/2163(INI)]
  Committee on Development

- Cooperation on the fight against organised crime in the Western Balkans
  Report: Lukas Mandl (A9-0298/2021)
  [2021/2002(INI)]
  Committee on Foreign Affairs

15:00 - 22:00 Debates

- The European Commission Guidelines on inclusive language
  Topical debate (Rule 162)
  [2021/3021(RSP)]

- State of play of the RRF (Recovery and Resilience Facility)
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2996(RSP)]
• Plans to undermine further fundamental rights in Poland, in particular regarding the standards of the European Convention of Human Rights and Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/3014(RSP)]

• The proposed Council decision on provisional emergency measures for the external border with Belarus based on article 78(3) TFEU
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/3017(RSP)]

• Deliberations of the Committee on Petitions in 2020
  Report: Gheorghe Falcă (A9-0323/2021)
  Report on the deliberations of the Committee on Petitions in 2020
  [2021/2019(INI)]
  Committee on Petitions

• EU response to the transport poverty
  Commission statement
  [2021/3015(RSP)]

• Stocktaking of the European Year of Rail
  Commission statement
  [2021/3016(RSP)]

19:00 Announcement of results
Thursday 16 December 2021

09:00 - 13:00     Debates
09:45 - 11:00     First voting session
13:00            Announcement of results
13:45 - 15:00     Second voting session
15:00 - 16:00     Debates
16:00            Announcement of results

09:00 - 13:00     Debates

89 • **MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions**

*Oral question*

Evelyn Regner (O-000074/2021 - B9-0045/21)
Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality
Commission
MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions
[2021/2986(RSP)]

150 • **An EU ban on the use of wild animals in circuses**

*Commission statement*
[2021/2999(RSP)]

Debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law (Rule 144)

116 • **Continuous crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders in Russia: the case of human rights organisation Memorial**

[2021/3018(RSP)]

117 • **The situation in Cuba, namely the cases of José Daniel Ferrer, Lady in White Aymara Nieto, Maykel Castillo, Luis Robles, Félix Navarro, Luis Manuel Otero, Reverend Lorenzo Rosales Fajardo, Andy Dunier García and Yunior García Aguilera**

[2021/3019(RSP)]

156 • **Forced labour in the Linglong factory and environmental protests in Serbia**

[2021/3020(RSP)]
09:45 - 11:00  First voting session

- Single vote

23  Deliberations of the Committee on Petitions in 2020
    Report: Gheorghe Falcă (A9-0323/2021)
    [2021/2019(INI)]
    Committee on Petitions

- Final vote

    Report: Gabriele Bischoff (A9-0331/2021)
    [2021/2005(INI)]
    Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

- Votes on amendments

141  Continuous crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders in Russia: the case of human rights organisation Memorial
    Motions for resolutions
    [2021/3018(RSP)]

142  The situation in Cuba, namely the cases of José Daniel Ferrer, Lady in White Aymara Nieto, Maykel Castillo, Luis Robles, Félix Navarro, Luis Manuel Otero, Reverend Lorenzo Rosales Fajardo, Andy Dunier García and Yunior García Aguilera
    Motions for resolutions
    [2021/3019(RSP)]

143  Forced labour in the Linglong factory and environmental protests in Serbia
    Motions for resolutions
    [2021/3020(RSP)]

144  Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors
    Motions for resolutions
    [2021/2978(RSP)]

145  The situation in Nicaragua
    Motions for resolutions
    [2021/3000(RSP)]

146  MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions
    Motion for a resolution
    [2021/2986(RSP)]

147  Situation at the Ukrainian border and in Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine
    Motions for resolutions
    [2021/3010(RSP)]

153  Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification scheme
    Motion for a resolution
    [2021/2885(RSP)]
13:00 Announcement of results

13:45 - 15:00 Second voting session

- Final votes

- Continuous crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders in Russia: the case of human rights organisation Memorial
  
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/3018(RSP)]

- The situation in Cuba, namely the cases of José Daniel Ferrer, Lady in White Aymara Nieto, Maykel Castillo, Luis Robles, Félix Navarro, Luis Manuel Otero, Reverend Lorenzo Rosales Fajardo, Andy Dunier Garcia and Yunior Garcia Aguilera
  
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/3019(RSP)]

- Forced labour in the Linglong factory and environmental protests in Serbia
  
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/3020(RSP)]

- Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors
  
  Motions for resolutions
  B9-0588/2021
  [2021/2978(RSP)]
  (Debate: 24/11/2021)

- The situation in Nicaragua
  
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/3000(RSP)]

- MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions
  
  Motion for a resolution
  B9-0587/2021
  [2021/2986(RSP)]

- Situation at the Ukrainian border and in Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine
  
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/3010(RSP)]

- Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification scheme
  
  Motion for a resolution
  B9-0591/2021
  [2021/2885(RSP)]
15:00 - 16:00 Debates

84 • Barriers to the free movement of goods

Oral question

Anna Cavazzini (O-000072/2021 - B9-0043/21)
Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection
Commission
Barriers to the free movement of goods

[2021/2908(RSP)]

16:00 Announcement of results
Speaking time (Rule 171)
Deadlines
Speaking time (Rule 171)

Monday 13 December 2021

17:00 - 22:00

Commission (including replies) :35'
Rapporteurs (4 x 6') :24'
Rapporteurs (Rule 160) (4 x 4') :16'
Members :105'


Tuesday 14 December 2021

09:00 - 11:50

Commission (including replies) :10'
Rapporteurs (2 x 6') :12'
Rapporteurs for opinion (6 x 1') :6'
Members :105'


15:00 - 22:00

Commission (including replies) :30'
Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative (including replies) :20'
Rapporteurs (3 x 6') :18'
Author (committee) :5'
Members :240'


Wednesday 15 December 2021

09:00 - 11:50

Council (including replies) :10'
Commission (including replies) :10'
Members :105'

### 15:00 - 22:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Council (including replies)</td>
<td>:30'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission (including replies)</td>
<td>:60'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical debate speaker</td>
<td>:4'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapporteur</td>
<td>:6'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>:210'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thursday 16 December 2021**

### 09:00 - 13:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commission (including replies)</td>
<td>:30'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author (committee)</td>
<td>:5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author of each motion for a resolution (Rule 144)</td>
<td>:1'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>:135'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 15:00 - 16:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commission (including replies)</td>
<td>:5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author (committee)</td>
<td>:5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>:30' 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPE : 5' 30', S&amp;D : 5', Renew : 4', Verts/ALE : 3' 30', ID : 3' 30', ECR : 3' 30', The Left : 3', NI : 2' 30'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Deadlines

Monday 13 December 2021

- Amendments
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes

- Amendments
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes

83 ⭐️ • Health technology assessment - Recommendation for second reading: Tiemo Wölken (A9-0334/2021)
- Amendments; rejection
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes

33 ⭐️ • The impact of organised crime on own resources of the EU and on the misuse of EU funds - Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A9-0330/2021)
- Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes

32 ⭐️ • Avoiding corruption, irregular spending and misuse of EU and national funds in case of emergency funds and crisis related spending areas - Report: Michèle Rivasi (A9-0320/2021)
- Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes

- Amendments
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes

10 ⭐️ • Challenges and prospects for multilateral weapons of mass destruction arms control and disarmament regimes - Report: Sven Mikser (A9-0324/2021)
- Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes

103 ⭐️ • Transitional provisions for certain in vitro diagnostic medical devices and deferred application of requirements for in-house devices - Report:
- Amendments; rejection
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
Tuesday 14 December 2021

- Amendments; rejection
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
  Friday 10 December, 12:00

51 • European Year of Youth 2022 - Report: Sabine Verheyen (A9-0322/2021)
- Amendments; rejection
  Thursday 9 December, 17:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Friday 10 December, 12:00

40 • Joint investigation teams: alignment with Union rules on the protection of personal data - Report: Jeroen Lenaers (A9-0236/2021)
- Amendments; rejection
  Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Friday 10 December, 12:00

41 • European Investigation Order in criminal matters: alignment with Union rules on the protection of personal data - Report: Marina Kaljurand (A9-0237/2021)
- Amendments; rejection
  Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Friday 10 December, 12:00

95 • The situation in Nicaragua - Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
- Motions for resolutions
  Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions
  Monday 13 December, 19:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions
  Monday 13 December, 20:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Wednesday 15 December, 16:00

108 • Situation at the Ukrainian border and in Russian-occupied territories of Ukraine - Statement by the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
- Motions for resolutions
  Monday 13 December, 19:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions
  Wednesday 15 December, 10:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions
  Wednesday 15 December, 11:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Wednesday 15 December, 19:00

36 • New orientations for the EU’s humanitarian action - Report: Norbert Neuser (A9-0328/2021)
- Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions
  Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Friday 10 December, 12:00

21 • Cooperation on the fight against organised crime in the Western Balkans - Report: Lukas Mandl (A9-0298/2021)
- Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions
  Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Friday 10 December, 12:00

31 • Implementation of the Kimberley Process Certification scheme - Oral question (O-000073/2021 - B9-0044/21)
- Motions for resolutions
  Monday 13 December, 19:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions
  Tuesday 14 December, 19:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions
  Tuesday 14 December, 20:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes
  Wednesday 15 December, 16:00
- Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes Friday 10 December, 12:00

Wednesday 15 December 2021

Thursday 16 December 2021

89 • MeToo and harassment – the consequences for the EU institutions - Oral question (O-000074/2021 - B9-0045/21)
- Motions for resolutions Friday 10 December, 13:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions Monday 13 December, 19:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions Monday 13 December, 20:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes Wednesday 15 December, 16:00

116 • Continuous crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders in Russia: the case of human rights organisation Memorial
- Motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Monday 13 December, 20:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Wednesday 15 December, 13:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Wednesday 15 December, 14:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes Wednesday 15 December, 19:00

117 • The situation in Cuba, namely the cases of José Daniel Ferrer, Lady in White Aymara Nieto, Maykel Castillo, Luis Robles, Félix Navarro, Luis Manuel Otero, Reverend Lorenzo Rosales Fajardo, Andy Dunier García and Yunior García Aguilera
- Motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Monday 13 December, 20:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Wednesday 15 December, 13:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Wednesday 15 December, 14:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes Wednesday 15 December, 19:00

156 • Forced labour in the Linglong factory and environmental protests in Serbia
- Motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Monday 13 December, 20:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Wednesday 15 December, 13:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144) Wednesday 15 December, 14:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes Wednesday 15 December, 19:00

87 • Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors - Motions for resolutions
- Motions for resolutions Friday 10 December, 12:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions Monday 13 December, 19:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions Monday 13 December, 20:00
- Requests for "separate" and "split" votes Wednesday 15 December, 16:00